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All directors must find the main line [or the miss

an cache for the whole play. You will see that the more ex—

perienced you become the more you will :oaiize how really im-

possible it is ta create misc en sccne which is not part of

one big gesture. uhere is one part of the misc ch cache in

flalgngina L which is not in connecfiion with the line of up

ard down. good and evil in the play, and the gators are like

strange dead bodies. In Balladiha I , yau must try to find

the same lino. In Che Fishiny Scone the director has draw:

the main line, but I thirk it is not only expressing the idea

of the play. because this main line must be the incorporation

of what wc will call later on the rhythmical gesture of the

whole play.

19 are now zpeaking about the idea which we will see

in the future as the living gesture, the same pgycholcgical

gssture embracihu everything. Eerhags the idea of Lhe Fishinr

§gg§g is not the same as what the director has drawL. For

instance, the idea of the spiral in Agilggina is inspiri

 

but it must be incorporated. In lee; hxnt the gesture is

“ersuusive, but in who Fishinv Scene we understavd the :eaturc.(A

but it is not yet persuasive. We nus? conbirc these wave-like
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movements and speech. and something in the gesture. It is Lot

yet the full harmony. The Hirectors must bear in mind that

we arc trying to find one big gesture, which we will call later

on the rhythmical gesture of the play.

JUSEIFICA’ -CD;SCICUS AUhA:

 

Take the movement from ilngighigg_§gggo when the

rope is thrown. Justify it first quite cohsoiously. and then

begin to explore the super-conscious aura . Without this

aura tho actor may be able to Justify everything, but ho

will be worse than a puppet - no will be only a big galvanized

puppet. The life on the stage in more lifo than life itself -

it is concentrated life. The aura must remain an a mystery

around everything.

If you think about it you will find many examples

which will explain much more than we are able To explain in

our lessons. You will see what a real wonder you will find

in this justification. which is surrounded by the aura. it

is something intangible. something like life which is living

around the justification.

i
  
T

QVISATICS:

The Fishing Scone:

Try several things by means 6: improvisation. but

when you ask for improvisation you must not rely on imagination

 too much, because you will really be glvi ins improvisation 

  
twice. You must let your actors imagine. and L : you must



  

give them something as a 5:0 on which to improvise. for

example, give the: objectives axe then ask them to ingrovise.

or give taem atmosphere or feeli of trumn

 

»

  

ihe dirchor can tell his actors that duz , the ‘

improvisation perhaps he will give some other grougds. For '

instance, the director may give objectives. then add atmosphere,

then add feeling of truth, then add justiiicatiou of hands and

bodies, etc. fiuring tho improvisatiOL the director can lead

his actors by giving some new reasons and grounds, but he must

not leave his actors to improvise only, having given them the

idea in the imagination.

Secondly: do not give them too big a piece to im-

provise - they will only lose themselves. For instance, start

very carefully with the moment when Mother qillard appears.

Ask the cast to improvise and the director can add something.

It is very important for the actors to start the rehearsal

in the right way, and if the director will lead then into the

 

spirit of the rehearsal very carefully. he will have them LE

whole day. :ho director can ask his cast to acz the play in

general. or he can ask them to glance act it by plying sgccial

attention to the objectives, or to the foeli: of L:u:h for

 

the hands and bodies, etc.

AC1 A; 1) C( U. TEE-ACTIOPI

 

We are not yet using one very important thing. what

is the mission of father Jillard really? it is the action sud



 

'I. am action 51‘ the

 

)‘ar Allard is the senior—20110:). I”

  

 

ears the 360719 mist, JG ever. more anxious

actm s to

 

:uosgheze, yay—

the wave form 1:, we Breech a..:i movement.
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Eton ask zlzea to Ilay. payi;

highest 1e. 53.01.. i'ne moment of "reates mic him. .110 directoz

that he is an aetos and as}: ILLUSOII' whethc. Hha't

 

iinself as a.; ne'tcr.

 

a

Answer: By usnh; psycholos

 

cal gestures far he 0
   

niddle yarn and the ezr, to Show the clear lim: 01‘ the play.

men begin working or. the script on the basin of objecxives

and the psychological gesture. 1119:. 13.0 style of movement for

the whole play, to give 112’. idea of the ne 3410;121:0593. zner;

nut these pieces :oegaflzor.
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1. ‘.'I your sip/lo of 10‘. and that .-I'm.:, you

are unrkin; on the details ' Jou do this wen troll.

  except amez. you 3:9 fall-3'. * me for: closely, 11:1 :epeatl.

 

me. jut one . - you This": sometimes we

 

 

you;  u of 1. e tingle 5.1311. sometimes

become inc: tzezl, having, Jam

  '. ;-.c dell 0121):: mod, ‘;I.‘:
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whglg. You must give them Ghe new text, and the idea of the

physical style o£ the movements, then add more and more.

 

"5' SA " REVEL ( F AC¥1.~JI

 

ihe Fair! Halos

Ir the rehearsal in the theatre today the aznosphere

was too much like the level of the stree:_— there was no res-

 

pect for the people. or the space in which they were worki

 

1k;-zherefore the rehearsal was wrong because of this begi

th were the actors lying so much today? Your director should

 have stopped you and given you some exercises for the feeli-;

of truth. "Streoi" people have no idea about the feeling of

truth on the stage — it is very characteristic. .hc atxeet

life. and the feelina of truth on the stage are great enemies,

and as long as you are "street" people in the rehearsal. you

will lie. uhis is a law and it was proved today.

You have started as common aciors. and as a result

you were lying from the beginning to the end. if you had the

recliz- that you were lying. you should have been ashamed all

 

should have 2 from the stage. :hls is aha blow you have

  

got from this ”otreet“ beqinnin . which will always push you

down. :hcre is no other way, L0 other means to right with

all our enemies than to always be careful to awaken ix our

minds the question. “What am I doing?" and "in which sia1e of

mind should I be?" Several rehearsals ago your gerfornance

 

was very beautiful, but you see i: can fall . so easily
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to this ”street” level or acti

\

 

LEGALIZILG hEhEAHSALSI

As your director John must be more exact in lcadind ;

the play. There is still some confusion there. For instance;

the director began the rehearsal with nothing. and then started

to work with the lights, who actors were eating, and you were

talking to the lighting people. As a result tho actors were

spanking more and more dully. and you told them to be more

active. but from where? rhis does not mean that you are lead-

‘ chaotic.

 

ing them - it was absolutely accidental, really somoih

1his chaotic approach will disturb you.

We must use our school time to learn some things,

which will bu dono absolutely instinctively 1316: on. But

now we must pay more attention as to how we are doing things.

_n1y then will we get some higher qualities than who average

stage. But if we have the approach that we are already directors

and actors. than we will lose our school time. our school

time is given to us to learn something very consciously and

very pedaniically. we are students.

vague, as if you

 

when rehearsing don't do Somethinv

will do something ¢ood in the future. atherwise you will fall

.ay attention to the  iwto a big chaotic nothir

of yourself and you: cast when they 3:3 vwrking. .ot to be

able lo feel that you: actors are lying is chaotic. :he director

must think of bin Lhemo from the standpoihi of its serious-
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mess. it is very simple but very speaking, but you must act

take it superficially as yoh do néw. You must iaxc it as a

symbol for something which is much deeper i: the human being.

You: actc.s in their Loles are showixg you some kind of hummw‘V

 

qualities, which axe more importait ; supc.ficially doing

 

You must give your acto;a the idfia that Chis is some-

 ihi 3 mane imporiant for the human bai:” than whax they ais

it can be done with or without significance. Tcu will

 

net This significu;co through all possible meals - for instance,,

give you: actcls the idea of the play when the curtain is flow“.

Ask them to mediiatc on the idea or the play. his will a—

waken éeriousneas. khan you must give them such abjectives,

which will awaken in them the geal SeLiOUSLGSS of approach.

than the composition of atmaspheze is anothc: way, and the

feeli": of tzuth another.  

in othe; words, by all means which He call cu;

Method — they axe xhc path to this seriousness, if you uaht

  '5: a beautiful compositionit. ~hen we will ‘1-

   of these funn zhi “s. which must be fu.: andu

   things, azd you will say scmeth vczy iapo:tar: and i 10:03:-

in: to Vaua audience. It has been very Eu

 

but you have lost it because you dol't.."

to keep it. hihk about it, but don’t

 

it is a nintaka id usi;d she Manned. tha;


